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Introduction
Lateral topography and density variations, resulting in lithostatic pressure gradients are 
a relevant contribution to the Earth's stress field. This study focusses on the 
quantification of this gravitational stress contribution.
The Lithospheric Geopotential Energy (GPE), defined as the integrated lithostatic 
pressure of a vertical rock column and is the leading quantity. A linear relationship to 
the Geoid applies for isostatic compensation [1].
Geoid satellite measurements contain however deep mantle, long wavelength 
contributions, and are not suitable for lithospheric stress calculations
Initially a valid GPE/Geoid data set has to be derived, requiring an entire global 
lithospheric density modelling is therefore required. We use a linearised inverse 
method [2] to fit a global lithospheric reference model to observations, such as 
topography and surface heat flow [3] in the presence of local isostasy and a steady 
state geotherm. The reference model is a combination of various sources [1,4-6], 
dominantly the CRUST2.0 model [4] on a 2°x2° grid.
Subsequent stress calculations, using a FEM method [8] will result in absolute stresses 
as well as the principle stress directions.

Isostatic thermal modelling
The forward modelling implies a 1D steady state thermal modelling considering 
temperature dependent thermal conductivity and a depth dependent heat 
production. Subsequent thermal expansion/compaction (also with temperature 
dependent expansion coefficient) resulted into a 1D density profile for each grid point. 
Lastly the elevation was corrected to fulfil isostatic compensation of the entire 
lithospheric rock column. 
With an iterative, linearised inverse method we derive an isostatically compensated 
lithospheric density model fitting topography and surface heat flow.

Figure 1: 
Thermal modelling
Selected, representative 
modelled temperature 
(a,c) and density profiles 
(b,d) for continental (a,b) 
and oceanic (c,d) regions. 
The bending of the 
density curves are due to 
temperature 
dependencies of the 
thermal parameters

Figure 2: Final inversion results
MOHO depth [km] (a), LAB 
depth [km] (b), MOHO 
temperature [°C] (c) and 
surface heat flow [mW/m²] (d)

GPE & Geoid
The GPE is calculated by integrating the residual lithostatic pressure of an isostatic 
rock column, with regard to a reference density profile. The linear relationship of the 
GPE and the Geoid makes it possible to directly compare with satellite measurements.

Figure 3: Filtered (Shallow) Geoid [m]
The short-pass-filtered Geoid (1000 km) is 
responding clearly on shallow structures. But 
it still contains deeper mantle signals as well. 
The major disadvantage is however the 
extinguished oceanic response over wide 
areas, due to filtering.

Figure 4: Modelled Geoid [m] & GPE [N/m]
High topography, platforms, thinned 
lithosphere and, most important, the 
oceanic Geoid response are resolved. 
Regions of high isostatic imbalance (e.g. 
subduction zones & upwellings) carry well 
known errors.

Figure 5: Geoid residual [m]
White and green areas represent only a 
minor differences (+-5m). The largest 
residual can be observed in Central Asia, 
(positive) the Andes and the East Pacific 
(negative). Ocean basins were corrected 
relatively  dominant as well.

Stress Field
We apply a FEM code [8] to solve the Equations of equilibrium of stresses for a three 
dimensional elastic shell. 

Figure 6: Principle max. stress [MPa]
The maximum stress (~deviatoric extensional 
stress) has dominant extension (positive) in 
regions of high topography, MORs and rift 
zones perpendicular to the axes. In ocean 
basins and platforms it appears stable or 
compressional.

Figure 7:  Principal min. stress [MPa]
The minimum stress (~dev. compressional 
stress) is close to stable along the MOR. 
Platforms and ocean basins  appear 
generally under compression, as well as 
regions, surrounding large mountain ranges.

Figure 8:  Global comparison
A statistical analysis of the World Stress map 
[7], summarizes global general 
compressional stress directions. This 
approach makes it easier to compare with 
our results. Most of the global stress regimes 
can be hereby reproduced with our 
approach. 

Figure 10:  Effective Stress [MPa]
The global effective stress, with the principle compressional stress direction (white ticks). Low 
effective stress represent stable regions, whereas high effective stress indicates a large effect 
on the lithosphere. Extensional stresses are dominant (compare Fig. 4), especially at mountain 
ridges, which reflects their potential for extensional  collapse.  

Figure 9:   Regional comparison
The principle compressional stress directions 
from the stress calculation (upper) in Europe 
(a) and North America (b) in comparison with 
the statistical analysis of the World Stress map 
[7] (lower)

Lithospheric model
The modelling result is an local isostatic compensated lithospheric temperature and 
density model, well known that it will contain errors and anomalies due to the 
assumption of isostasy. 
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